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Biodynamics 
What was known and forgotten comes back once 

again, if you have the eyes to see it.



What is Biodynamics?

Biodynamics is an approach to agriculture based on a 
concept of life forces.  These forces work in nature to 
bring about balance and healing.  Biodynamic 
agriculture uses a philosophical model articulated in 
eight lectures given in 1924 by Rudolf Steiner 
(1861-1925), an Austrian scientist and philosopher.



Who was Rudolf  Steiner?



Rudolf  Steiner

Original thinker who presented over 6,000 lectures on 
over 350 different subjects, wrote 25 books and 
presented innovated approaches to education, the arts, 
medicine, working with people with special needs.

Contributions include founding the Waldorf Education 
System, Anthroposophy (anthropo-=human, 
Sophia=wisdom), the Biodynamic Agriculture 
Movement and many more…



Ehrenfried Pfeiffer

Rudolf Steiner

Biodynamic Association of Northern California meeting at Fulcrum Farm

Josephine Porter Institute in Floyd, Virginia

1924 Agriculture Lectures



“The Agriculture Course”
The lectures were given June 7th- 16th, 1924 in response to observations 
from farmers—that soils were becoming depleted and that the health and 
quality of crops and livestock were diminishing following the introduction 
of chemical fertilizers.

Encouraged revisiting a style of “peasant farming” that works in partnership 
with the earth, being observant of the rhythms of the life cycles along with 
cosmic influences, and indications of using fermented herbs in homeopathic 
doses to enhance vitality of the farm.

Given in Koberwitz, near Breslau which is now in present day Poland at the 
agricultural estate of Count Carl Keyserlingk. It was a unique gathering of 
mainly farmers along with a smaller number of people interested but not 
actively farming.



“The Spiritual Foundations for 
the Renewal of  Agriculture”



Seek the truly practical, material life,

But seek it in such a way that it does not numb you to the spirit that 
works within it.

Seek the spirit, but not out of spiritual lust or spiritual egoism.

Seek it rather because you wish to become selfless in the practical life of 
the material world.

Turn to the ancient principal: “Spirit never without matter, matter 
never without spirit.”

And say to yourselves, We will do everything material in the light of the 
Spirit,

And will seek the light of the Spirit in such a way that it enkindles warmth 
in us

For our practical deeds.
  

–Rudolf Steiner 



George Adams translation Malcolm Gardner translation



“The Agriculture Course”
Steiner stated, “…the lectures should be considered first of all as 
hints, which should not be spoken of outside this circle, but 
looked upon as the foundation for experiments and thus gradually 
brought into a form suitable for publication.”

Meaning that the course was intended to be practical not 
prescriptive and further experiments were needed, which began 
immediately following the course.

The seeds planted at the agricultural course came to fruition 14 
years later (1938) with the publication of Ehrenfried Pfeiffer’s Bio-
Dynamic Farming and Gardening was published in 5 languages.





The Bio-dynamic 
Movement

Walter Ritter in 1926 wrote with enthusiasm of the 
Koberwitz course, “when spiritual treasures of the 
greatest significance were entrusted to our care by 
Rudolf Steiner” who had passed away the previous year 
due to “Cancer”

Ritter reported that E. Pfeiffer “brought to our 
consciousness the fact that the farmer … seeks to 
become a healer for the Earth, plant and animal”, and 
“can finally become, by this activity, a healer of men”



The Backlash
In Ritter’s 1926 account he wrote that “this knowledge” 
would “give us the force to begin the fight” against the 
“greediness” of agribusiness” which he lamented was 
“turning the individual farms into mere mechanical ‘means 
of production’ and the whole economic life into a 
‘business””

Even Pfeiffer commented on this clash of agri-philosophies: 
“At the time of the Agricultural Course the bio-dynamic 
direction of thought, and the agricultural chemistry, stood 
opposed” 







First Published in 1947



Conventional 

Biodynamic 

Vigneto DOCG Montalcino

Courtesy of Adriano Zago 





J.l Rodale and E. Pfeiffer met in 
Kimberton, PA in the 1930’s. 

Pfeiffer led the initiative to found the Biodynamic Farming 
and Gardening Association, and to start its journal.

J.l Rodale, founder of Organic Gardening and Farming 
magazines and the Organic movement in the USA.

 



J.I. Rodale, wrote "Healthy Soil=Healthy Food=Healthy People" on a chalkboard 
back in 1942. 

His son, Robert Rodale, coined the term 'regenerative organic agriculture' to 
distinguish a kind of farming that goes beyond simply 'sustainable.'  That always 
meant agriculture improving the resources it uses, rather than destroying or 
depleting them. It is a holistic systems approach to farming that encourages 
continual innovation for environmental, social, economic and spiritual wellbeing.

Courtesy of the Rodale Institute 2018



Biological-Dynamic 
Methods

Pfeiffer had stated that: “The name Bio-Dynamic 
Method of Agriculture was not given by Rudolf Steiner 
but arose from the circle of those at the start who 
concerned themselves with the practical application of 
this new direction of thought.”

By 1928 the Demeter symbol and first Standard was 
introduced to ensure that the farming methods were 
uniformly followed and monitored.  By 1931, there were 
approximately 1,000 Biodynamic Farms



Demeter

The Farm Standard is 
historically significant because 
it dates back to the beginning 
of the modern sustainable 
agriculture movement and 
captures key agronomic 
principals not comprehensively 
addressed within any other 
agricultural certification 
system.



DEMETER BIODYNAMIC FARM STANDARD 
1. Biological Diversity  
2. Generating Fertility on the Farm  
3. The Biodynamic preparations and wider 

connections  
4. Generating disease, insect and weed 

control on the farm  
5. Integration of livestock 
6. On-farm water and waterway conservation  
7. Gentle post harvesting and handling



Demeter	

In 1985 Demeter was formed in the US as a non-profit, 
seventeen years before the USDA established the National 
Organic Program (NOP).  

Demeter International is the first, and remains, the only 
ecological association consisting of a network of individual 
certification organizations in 45 countries around the world.

They are the owner of the trademark terms “Biodynamic” 
and “Demeter”



–Rudolf Steiner

“Now a farm comes closest to its own essence when it 
can be conceived of as a kind of independent 

individuality, a self-contained entity.  In reality, every 
farm ought to aspire to this state of being a self-

contained individuality.” 



Biodynamics includes the same practices as “conventional” organic 
farming but adds its own group of  special practices. 

Organics is to “do no harm” 
Biodynamics is “do not harm, AND take efforts to heal the earth”



USDA National Organic Program

• permits imported 
organic fertilizers and 
pesticides 

• allows for organic feed 
imported to the farm 
from anywhere in the 
world 

• is crop focused and 
allows for a designated 
parcel to be certified

Demeter Biodynamic Certification

• reduces imported materials 
by addressing its needs from 
within the farming system 

• requires 50% of livestock 
feed be grown on farm 

• is farm focused and requires 
that the whole farm be 
certified 

• requires a biodiversity set- 
aside of 10% of the total 
farm acreage

source: www.demeter-usa.org/downloads/
Organic-vs-Biodynamic.pdf







-Frey Vineyards joined 
CCOF (California 
Certified Organic 
Farmers) in 1980.

- By 2008 they sourced 
fruit from 30 different 
growers, many they 

helped to Organically 
certify their property.

- Out of the 1000 acres 
on the estate, only 100 
are planted for a 90% 

Biodiversity to 
production ratio 



Biodynamics
Combines “biological” agriculture with an understanding of 
“dynamic” ecological systems.

The “conventional” organic agriculture today practices 
“biological” farming, using cover crops and manure to build 
the microbiology of the soil.

The “dynamic” part of the practice takes a broader 
perspective to enhance metaphysical aspects (the life forces) 
and natural rhythms (such as planting seeds during certain 
lunar phases).



Courtesy of Benziger WineryCourtesy of Benziger Winery



www.unconventionalfarmsupply.com



Reading the Book of  Nature

Everything in nature reveals something of its essential 
character in its form and gesture.  Careful observations 
of nature — in shade and full sun, in wet and dry areas, 
on different soils, will yield a more fluid grasp of the 
elements.

Eventually one learns to read the language of nature, and 
then one can be creative, bringing new emphasis and 
balance through specific actions.





Broaden Our Perspectives
Just as we need to look at the magnetic field of the whole 
earth to comprehend the compass, to understand plant life 
we must expand our view to include all that affects plant 
growth.

No narrow microscopic view will suffice.  Plants are utterly 
open to and formed by influences from the depths of the 
earth to the heights of the heavens.  

Therefore our considerations in agriculture must range 
more broadly that is generally assumed to be relevant.









Cosmic Rhythms

The light of the sun, moon, planets and stars reaches the 
plants in regular rhythms.  Each contributes to the life, 
growth and form of the plant.

By understanding the gesture and effect of each rhythm, 
we can time our ground preparation, sowing, cultivation 
and harvesting to the advantage of the crops we are 
raising.







Plant Life is Intimately Bound 
Up With the Life of  the Soil
Biodynamics recognizes that soil itself can be alive, and 
this vitality supports and affects the quality and health 
of the plants that grow in it.

One of Biodynamics fundamental efforts is to build up 
stable humus in our soil through composting.

Soil is more than dirt or only an anchor for the plants 
but an organism teaming with healthy fungal and 
bacterial relationships.



–Unknown 

“Man, despite his artistic pretensions, his 
sophistication and many accomplishments, owes the 
fact of his existence to a six-inch layer of topsoil and 

the fact that it rains here.” 





PART 205—NATIONAL ORGANIC PROGRAM 
(NOP)

§205.203   Soil fertility and crop nutrient management practice standard.
(a) The producer must select and implement tillage and cultivation practices that maintain or 
improve the physical, chemical, and biological condition of soil and minimize soil erosion.
(b) The producer must manage crop nutrients and soil fertility through rotations, cover crops, 
and the application of plant and animal materials.

§205.205   Crop rotation practice standard.
The producer must implement a crop rotation including but not limited to sod, cover crops, green 
manure crops, and catch crops that provide the following functions that are applicable to the 
operation:
(a) Maintain or improve soil organic matter content;
(b) Provide for pest management in annual and perennial crops;
(c) Manage deficient or excess plant nutrients; and
(d) Provide erosion control.









A New View of  Nutrition

We gain our physical strength from the process of 
breaking down the food we eat.  The more vital our 
food, the more it stimulates our own activity. 

Biodynamic farmers and gardeners aim for quality and 
not only quantity.  Biodynamics grows food with a 
strong connection to a healthy living soil.





Medicine for the Earth: 
Biodynamic Preparations

Rudolf Steiner pointed out that a new science of cosmic influences would have 
to replace old, instinctive wisdom and superstition.  Out of his own insight, he 
introduced what are known as Biodynamic Preparations.

Naturally occurring plant and animal materials are combined in specific recipes 
in certain seasons of the year and placed into compost piles.

These preparations bear concentrated forces within them and are used to 
organize the chaotic elements within the compost piles.

When the process is complete, the resulting Preparations are medicines for the 
Earth which draw new life forces from the cosmos.Two of the Preparations are 
used directly in the field, one on the earth before planting, to stimulate soil life 
and one on the leaves of growing plants to enhance capacity to receive the light.





biodynamic compost preparations



48 hour culture

30 thousand 
aerobic bacteria

910 million
aerobic bacteria

30,333 times more with biodynamic yarrow preparation
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Who was Rudolf  Steiner?

Oregon Biodynamic Group 
www.oregonbd.org

BD 500 Horn Manure

http://www.oregonbd.org


Brooks Wines 
Amity, Or



Transformed BD 500



One unit of BD 500 
stirred in 2-3 gallons 

water will treat one acre.
Afternoon/evening 

application





Potentizing the Preparations 
Specifically for the spray applications BD 500 and 501, it is essential to 
activate and distribute the preparations properly on soils and plants.

They are stirred for one hour before application.

This is done by moving the water as quickly as possible in such a way that a 
deep vortex is formed almost to the bottom of the stirring vessel.

This is continued until the well formed vortex “stands”.

Then by abruptly reversing the direction of stirring, the existing vortex is 
destroyed and a new one formed running in the opposite direction.

The rhythmically changing action after an hour creates a very intensive mixing 
and aeration process.

Source Bio-Dynamic Sprays - H.H Koepf











500 or 500P should be applied several times during Spring, on warm, damp soil.
This will favour spring growth and root development of early sowing and planting.
Applications of 500 or 500P should be repeated at major sowing/planting times 
during the season.
Special care should be given to application of root dips when planting trees/
shrubs.
Use a mixture of stirred 500P, fresh cow manure and clay.
In Autumn, another overall spraying of 500P should be carried out before the soil 
gets cold.
501 is beneficial for plants during their major growth phase, as well as during 
maturation.
NEVER USE 501 ON PLANTS THAT ARE TOO YOUNG, WEAK, OR SUFFERING FROM 
LACK OF WATER (drought conditions).
507, or the Valerian Preparation, is useful in cases of plant stress due to hail, frost 
or extreme variations in day/nighttime temperatures.
Stir 507 for 20 minutes if used by itself, or add it at the beginning of stirring if 
used in conjunction with other Preparations
Maria Thun’s barrel compost is usually used in Autumn. This Preparation is 
complementary to plain 500.
It is useful for stimulating the decomposition of organic matter and can be used on 
animal bedding and compost heaps.
Repeated applications of the barrel compost are required, preferably 2 – 4 
applications.
It is not necessary to use Maria Thun’s barrel compost if using 500P.
The 6 Compost Preparations or Compost Starter are essential ingredients to 
composting.
The Compost Preparations should be inserted into the freshly-made compost heap.
If only small quantities of household/garden waste are available, it may be 
preferable - and easier – to use the Compost Starter instead.

How to use the preparations







The Farm as the Basic Unit 
of  Agriculture

In his Agriculture course, Rudolf Steiner posed the ideal of the self-
contained farm—that there should be just the right number of animals 
to provide manure for fertility and these animals should, in turn be fed 
from the farm.

We can seek the essential gesture of such a farm also under other 
circumstances.  It has to do with the preservation and recycling of the 
life forces with which we are working.  Vegetable waste, manure, leaves, 
food scraps, all contain precious vitality, which can be held and put to 
use for building up the soil if they are handled wisely.

The farm is also a teacher and provides the educational opportunity to 
imitate nature’s wise self-sufficiency within a limited area.













What produces a hectare of vineyard ...  
except the grapes?

2,5-4,5 T of pruning wood 

2-6 T leaves 

2-4 T  marc/pomace 

1 T di grapes stalk 

In total about 6-15 T biomass 
from which we can have: 

1-2 T of mature compost per ha  











Oregon Biodynamic 
Group Spring Open 

House











Winter Green Farm 
Noti, Or





5%  OM                                  1% OM









Striving for the ideal 

“BE PRACTICAL, 
DON’T BE A TERRIBLE 

EGOIST!”



Diffusion of  Innovations 











For more information…
Attend Oregon Biodynamic Group meetings and/or purchase preparations from the 
group.

“Like” Oregon Biodynamic Group on facebook at www.facebook.com/oregonbd and 
come to our events!

Next Oregon BD event April 8th at the Corvallis Waldorf School.

Attend the National Conference November 14th-18th in Portland, Oregon .  
www.biodynamics.com

Go to www.demeter.com for more information on certification.

Preparation information at www.jpibiodynamics.com

Visit my website at www.unconventionalfarmsupply.com for updated information.

http://www.facebook.com/oregonbd
http://www.biodynamics.com
http://www.demeter.com
http://www.jpibiodynamics.com
http://www.unconventionalfarmsupply.com
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